**Unified Sports Events**

**Athletics**
**Track:**
- Unified 4 x 50M Relay - Two Athletes and two Unified Partners
- Unified 4 x 100M Relay - Two Athletes and two Unified Partners
- Unified 2 x 50M Unified Relay - One Athlete and one Unified Partner

**Field:**
- Unified Turbojav - One Athlete and one Unified Partner
- 2 x Unified Shot Put - One Athlete and one Unified Partner
- 2 x Unified Standing Long Jump - One Athlete and one Unified Partner
- 2 x Unified Running Long Jump - One Athlete and one Unified Partner

**Basketball**
- Unified Basketball - 12 people on a team
  - Unified – five persons on the court, 3 Athletes and two Unified Partners
- Unified 3 on 3 - Three persons on the court, Two Athletes and one Unified Partner

**Bocce**
- Unified Doubles - One Athlete and one Unified Partner
- Unified Team - Two Athletes and two Unified Partners

**Flag Football**
- 12 people on a team
  - Unified – five persons on field, Three Athletes and two Unified Partners
  - If a partner is QB, other partner cannot receive a pass

**Softball**
- Unified Team - 12 people on a team
  - Ten on the field
  - Five Athletes and Five Unified Partners on field
  - Catcher is an Athlete & Pitcher is a Partner
  - 2 Athletes and 2 Partners in the infield

**Volleyball**
- Unified Team - 10 people on a team
  - Three Athletes and three Unified Partners on court